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Abstract 
 
We used ERPs to investigate the pre-activation of form and meaning in language 
comprehension. Participants read high-cloze sentence contexts (e.g., “The student is going to 
the library to borrow a…”), followed by a word that was predictable (book), form-related 
(hook) or semantically related (page) to the predictable word, or unrelated (sofa). At a 500 ms 
SOA (Experiment 1), semantically related words, but not form-related words, elicited a 
reduced N400 compared to unrelated words. At a 700 ms SOA (Experiment 2), semantically 
related words and form-related words elicited reduced N400 effects, but the effect for form-
related words occurred in very high-cloze sentences only. At both SOAs, form-related words 
elicited an enhanced, post-N400 posterior positivity (Late Positive Component effect). The 
N400 effects suggest that readers can pre-activate meaning and form information for highly 
predictable words, but form pre-activation is more limited than meaning pre-activation. The 
post-N400 LPC effect suggests that participants detected the form similarity between 
expected and encountered input. Pre-activation of word forms crucially depends upon the 
time that readers have to make predictions, in line with production-based accounts of 
linguistic prediction. 
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Introduction 
People regularly use contextual information and world knowledge to predict aspects 
of language that are likely to be mentioned as a sentence or discourse unfolds (e.g., Altmann 
& Kamide, 1999; Federmeier, 2007; Huettig, 2015; Kutas, DeLong & Smith, 2011). 
Prediction is often hypothesized to occur via a so-called pre-activation mechanism, whereby 
some aspects of word meaning, grammar or form are activated before the onset of the 
predicted word (e.g., DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Laszlo & 
Federmeier, 2009; Otten, Nieuwland, & Van Berkum, 2007; Van Berkum, Brown, 
Zwitserlood, Kooijman, & Hagoort, 2005). But how these types of linguistic information are 
pre-activated is still unclear. The production-based prediction account proposes prediction via 
a comprehender’s production system (Pickering & Garrod, 2007, 2013). Under this account, 
pre-activation of form does not occur in the absence of pre-activation of meaning, because 
the language production system first accesses meaning, and then maps the meaning 
information onto form information. In this paper, we report two event-related brain potential 
(ERP) experiments that investigate pre-activation of meaning and form of predictable words 
during language comprehension to explore the relationship between meaning and form pre-
activation. We investigate pre-activation, as indexed by N400 ERP modulations (Kutas & 
Federmeier, 2011), at a word presentation rate that is standard in reading ERP studies 
(Experiment 1; 500 ms per word) and at a slower presentation rate (Experiment 2; 700 ms per 
word) which allows more time to generate online predictions. Below, we first discuss the 
production-based prediction theory, and then outline existing evidence for the pre-activation 
of meaning and of form before introducing the current study. 
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Production-based prediction accounts 
Pickering and Garrod (2007, 2013) proposed that people use the language production 
system when predicting upcoming words during comprehension. According to this account, 
when people comprehend sentences, they covertly imitate those sentences and implement 
their production systems to predict upcoming words. Lexical prediction is thought to involve 
pre-activation of linguistic information (e.g., word form, meaning) of predictable words. 
Linguistic information associated with predictable words is pre-activated using the same 
mechanisms that are used to produce words. 
A most parsimonious possibility is that comprehenders make direct use of the 
mechanisms involved in language production – a version of prediction-by-production that we 
call prediction-with-implementation. Although language production models (e.g., Dell & 
O’Seaghdha, 1992; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) differ in many important respects, they 
agree on the view that people produce a word by first activating its semantic information and 
then proceeding through stages that lead to activation of its phonological or orthographic 
information (its word form). These stages take several hundred milliseconds according to 
most estimates (see Indefrey & Levelt, 2004). According to prediction-with-implementation, 
comprehenders also pre-activate semantic information before form information, following 
roughly the same time-course. It is of course possible for the comprehender to actually 
complete the speaker’s utterance, simply by continuing the process of production until the 
stage of articulation – this is exactly what happens in a cloze test. 
However, full implementation of the production system for prediction requires time and 
resources. When these are lacking, only a part of the production system may be used for 
prediction. As activation of form information follows activation of semantic information in 
the language production system, a partly engaged production system might lead to pre-
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activation of semantic information but not of form information. This means that a 
comprehender might pre-activate meaning without pre-activating form under conditions of 
difficulty, but would not pre-activate form without pre-activating meaning.
1
 
However, we note that a pattern wherein meaning pre-activation is more likely to occur 
than form pre-activation could also be compatible with an alternative account involving 
cascaded pre-activation. Cascaded pre-activation has not previously been hypothesized to 
underlie prediction, but cascaded activation is a common mechanism in theories of spoken 
word recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Norris, 1994) and in theories of language 
production (Caramazza, 1997; Dell, 1986). Pre-activation of meaning may cascade into pre-
activation of word form, whether or not predictions are generated by the production system. 
The ramifications of this account will be further discussed in the General Discussion. 
                                                          
1 Pickering and Garrod (2013) in fact proposed a different type of production-based 
prediction that they called prediction-by-simulation. To summarize briefly, there is good 
evidence that people predict their own utterances using so-called forward models, based on 
associations between their intention (e.g., to talk about a kite) and aspects of the word they 
would use to describe that intention (e.g., the phoneme /k/). These forward models are ready 
before the utterance itself (thus allowing self-monitoring), and there is no reason that 
predictions of meaning need be ready before predictions of form. They can then use such 
forward models to predict during comprehension, again before the speaker produces the 
utterance. This form of prediction makes no claim that prediction should depend on time or 
resources, and in particular does not assume that prediction of form is less likely to occur 
than prediction of meaning. However, Pickering and Garrod’s model is compatible with the 
occurrence of both prediction-by-simulation and prediction-with-implementation. 
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Predicting meaning 
Classic findings from Kutas and colleagues have shown that anomalous words lead to 
increased N400 ERPs in comparison to plausible words in the same sentence contexts (Kutas 
& Hillyard, 1980) and that this N400 effect is reduced for words that are semantically related 
to the plausible word (Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984). Federmeier and 
Kutas (1999) had participants read discourse contexts that led them to expect a particular 
target word (e.g., “They wanted to make the hotel look more like a tropical resort. So along 
the driveway, they planted rows of…”) and then presented them with that predictable word 
(palms), a related implausible word within the same semantic category as the target word 
(pines), or an implausible word from a different semantic category (tulips). As in Kutas and 
Hillyard (1984), participants’ N400 responses were reduced for implausible within-category 
words (pines) compared to between-category words (tulips). This reduction was greater in 
high-cloze contexts, which were created based on a sentence completion pre-test in which 
participants produced the expected completion (palms) 90% of the time, than for medium-
cloze contexts, in which participants produced the expected completion 59% of the time (see 
Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012, for similar findings). 
Although implausible within-category words (pines) elicited a greater N400 reduction 
in high-cloze sentences than in medium-cloze sentences, they were rated as less plausible in 
high- than in medium-cloze sentences. Crucially then, because the N400 reduction did not 
pattern with the plausibility pre-test data, Federmeier and Kutas (1999) could rule out an 
integration account in which the observed N400 reductions reflected within-category words 
being more plausible sentence continuations (and therefore easier to integrate) than between-
category words. They concluded that, prior to the onsets of the target words, participants had 
activated semantic features of the expected sentence continuations. This in turn implied 
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activation of some of the within-category words’ semantic features, resulting in facilitation of 
the within-category words relative to those which didn’t share a semantic category, as 
indexed by N400 reduction. 
Federmeier and Kutas’ (1999) findings are indeed consistent with an account of 
prediction that operates via pre-activation of semantic category features. However, a 
remaining inconsistency comes from the fact that a pre-activation account also strongly 
suggests that high-cloze target words themselves should show a reduced N400 effect 
compared to medium-cloze target words. But, surprisingly, Federmeier and Kutas (1999) did 
not find this basic effect of cloze probability.  
A possible alternative explanation of Federmeier and Kutas’ data is that the N400 
reduction for implausible within-category words (pines) occurred because within-category 
words also receive substantial lexical priming from the individual words in a sentence context 
that is highly supportive of the target word (palms). If, in sentence contexts that are high-
cloze for the target word, within-category words also have a strong semantic relationship with 
the words in the sentence context (compared to the same within-category words in low-cloze 
contexts), a larger N400 reduction for within-category words would be observed. But it 
would reflect facilitation of the within-category word through lexical priming
2
 rather than 
through semantic pre-activation of the target word. 
Importantly, Metusalem et al. (2012) found that semantic pre-activation is not limited 
to semantic category features of expected words, while ruling out an explanation in terms of 
                                                          
2 Within-category words were never lexical associates of the target words, but association 
norms include only strongly semantically related items. Importantly, lexical priming can also 
occur from semantically related or lexically co-occurring words which are non-associated 
(e.g., Hare, Elman, Tabaczynski, & McRae, 2009). 
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lexical priming. They conducted a pre-test to establish words that were commonly associated 
with the discourses presented in their experiment. They reported an N400 reduction for 
anomalous words that were associated with the events described in the discourses, but not to 
the expected target word itself (e.g., ‘jacket’ is related to the event of building a snowman in 
the winter, but not to the concept ‘snowman’ itself), relative to event-unrelated anomalous 
words (‘towel’). Because they controlled for degree of semantic association, this N400 
difference between event-related and event-unrelated anomalous words could not be 
attributed to lexical priming of event-related words by context words. Though Metusalem et 
al. (2012) only used high-cloze sentences, and did not examine effects of cloze probability, 
their findings suggest that pre-activation of general or event-based knowledge relevant to the 
described event forms a basis of prediction (see also Nieuwland, in press). In conclusion, 
people do appear to pre-activate semantic features of highly predictable upcoming words and 
semantic information that is more broadly relevant to the discourse context. 
Predicting form 
In contrast to pre-activation of meaning, it seems that pre-activation of form (i.e., 
what upcoming words will sound or look like) requires the prediction of a specific lexical 
item (as context words would not usually be related in form to a predictable word). A lexical 
prediction might pre-activate particular form features, which could in turn facilitate the 
processing of form-related words. In this paper, we do not distinguish prediction of sound 
(phonological form) and shape (orthographic form).  
The evidence for form pre-activation is quite complex. Evidence for form-related 
N400 reduction comes from DeLong et al. (2005), who took advantage of the English 
phonotactic rule that the article a precedes consonant-initial words and the article an precedes 
vowel-initial words, to investigate whether people pre-activate aspects of word form. 
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Participants read high-cloze sentence contexts (e.g., “The day was breezy so the boy went 
outside to fly…”) followed by the predictable article-noun combination (a followed by kite) 
or an unpredictable but plausible article-noun combination (an followed by airplane). The 
predictable noun began with a vowel and the unpredictable noun with a consonant, or vice 
versa. As expected, the N400 relative to the noun onset was reduced when the noun was 
predictable. Critically, the same effect was found at the preceding article when it was 
predictable (and thus, matched the noun). DeLong et al. argued that participants pre-activated 
form representations (e.g., an initial consonant) of the upcoming noun before the appearance 
of the noun (for similar results, see DeLong, Groppe, Urbach, & Kutas, 2012). These results 
therefore suggest that word form (at least the first phoneme of the word, but crucially not 
merely aspects of meaning) is pre-activated. 
However, another possibility is that participants predicted the articles themselves, 
rather than predicting the noun and using the phonology of the noun to compute the article
3
. 
Recent evidence indicates that frequently occurring word sequences are comprehended more 
quickly than would be expected on the basis of their individual frequencies (Arnon & Snider, 
2010; Tremblay, Derwing, Libben, & Westbury, 2011), suggesting that common sequences 
are represented (alongside individual words), in the mental lexicon. People may thus store 
article-noun sequences and use context to predict such sequences, rather than word form. 
Laszlo and Federmeier (2009) had participants read predictable contexts (e.g., “Before 
lunch he has to deposit his paycheck at the…”) that were completed by a predictable word 
(bank), words that were orthographically related to the predictable word (bark), pseudowords 
                                                          
3
 Importantly, the N400 effect for unexpected articles in Delong et al. (2005) was correlated 
with the predictability of the article, rather than the predictability of the subsequent noun. 
Hence, effects at the articles can be observed regardless of the cloze value of the noun. 
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that were orthographically related to the predictable word (pank), and illegal strings that were 
orthographically related to the predictable word (bxnk). In matched unrelated conditions, 
participants read other predictable contexts (e.g., “She loves the way the leaves change colors 
in the…”) that were completed by the predictable word (fall), and orthographically unrelated 
sets of words (hook), pseudowords (jank), and illegal strings (tknt). For words, pseudowords, 
and illegal strings, Laszlo and Federmeier found a reduced N400 for the forms that were 
orthographically related to the predictable word as compared to the forms that were 
orthographically unrelated. They concluded that pre-activated orthographical features impact 
semantic processing prior to any filter on lexical status. 
In a related study, Kim and Lai (2012) found no N400 effect for pseudowords that 
were orthographically similar to predictable words (e.g., “She measured the flour so she 
could bake a ceke”), whereas dissimilar pseudowords (tont) elicited a clear N400 effect. 
Orthographically similar pseudowords elicited an enhanced P600, which was smaller than the 
P600 elicited by illegal strings (srdt). Similarly to Laszlo and Federmeier (2009), Kim and 
Lai argued that the impact of prediction occurs before visual word recognition (because 
pseudowords cannot be recognized as words). 
Laszlo and Federmeier (2009) and Kim and Lai (2012) interpreted the respective 
reduced or absent N400 effects associated with orthographical overlap as evidence for pre-
activation of orthographic information. However, both studies used high proportions of 
pseudowords and nonwords (54% in Laszlo & Federmeier, 2009; 75% in Kim & Lai, 2012). 
It remains unknown whether the reported effects generalize to settings involving only lexical 
items. Second, participants might learn to predict the occurrence of a nonword or a real word, 
depending entirely on the proportion of each type of stimulus and the nature of the design. 
What stimuli participants may learn to track can then affect the component that is elicited 
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(Holcomb, 1988). This concern is particularly important for experiments concerned with 
prediction. 
Another important concern is that these studies required participants to make a 
judgement or perform a task in addition to natural reading comprehension. For example, 
participants in Laszlo and Federmeier (2009) judged whether a stimulus was a “normal 
English sentence,” and most non-predictable conditions were correctly answered with a “no” 
response (75% of the responses). Critical words can elicit positive deflections, such as the 
P300, as a function of extended task-related processing of these words (e.g., Newman, 
Connolly, Service, & Mcivor, 2003). These components could obscure N400 modulations via 
component overlap due to summation of positive and negative potentials at the scalp. Given 
that whether words were orthographically related or not was task-relevant (task difficulty 
increases if a critical word looks like the target word), the reported effects might reflect 
differences in task-related ERPs rather than, or in addition to, N400 differences.  
Studies using non-words that are closely related in form to predictable words have 
also revealed post-N400 positive ERP effects (Late positive component or LPC effects) that 
seem to indicate that comprehenders consider the form of the predictable word. Newman and 
Connolly (2004) and Vissers, Chwilla, and Kolk (2006) found that pseudohomophones that 
were orthographically similar to highly predictable words (e.g., bouks for the predictable 
books) elicited larger LPCs than predictable words, but pseudohomophones that were 
orthographically similar to unpredictable words did not. Similarly, Laszlo and Federmeier 
(2009) and Kim and Lai (2012) reported a post-N400 LPC effect for pseudowords that were 
orthographically similar to the predicted words. Along with Vissers et al. (2006), both sets of 
authors interpreted the effect as a detection of a conflict between predicted and actually 
encountered words. 
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It is not yet clear is whether the N400 and LPC effects previously interpreted as being 
due to form overlap would occur in the absence of a task that requires explicit evaluation of 
critical words, using a design with only real words. 
The current study 
We examined pre-activation of form and meaning as participants read for 
comprehension. To examine the effects of prediction, we assessed the N400 effects for high-
cloze items and medium-cloze items (cf. Federmeier & Kutas, 1999). Participants read 
constraining sentences with the predictable word (predictable condition), an anomalous word 
sharing form features (i.e., having phonological/orthographic overlap) with the predictable 
word (form condition), an anomalous word that was semantically related to the predictable 
word (semantic condition), or an anomalous unrelated word (unrelated condition; see Figure 
1). The current study minimized potential artefactual effects by using real words only and 
employing no task related to critical words, while controlling for relevant variables. 
Moreover, we controlled the form-similarity of the semantically related words and the 
semantic relatedness of form-related words, to show that any demonstration of pre-activation 
of form cannot be wrongly ascribed to pre-activation of meaning, and vice versa.  
We investigated whether there were N400 reductions for semantically related words 
and for form-related words, relative to the unrelated baseline. We expected the N400 
reduction for both types of related words to be larger when predictable words were more 
strongly predicted (high cloze) than less strongly predicted (low cloze). We hypothesized that 
even if pre-activation of form features were weak or absent, form-related words might impact 
comprehension if people detect the conflict between actual input and predictable words. If so, 
we expected to find a post-N400 LPC effect, which should be strongest in highest cloze 
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sentences, because the conflict should be greater when expectation for a specific word is 
stronger. 
We conducted two experiments that differed in presentation rate. In Experiment 1, the 
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 500 ms; in Experiment 2, it was increased to 700 ms. 
Assuming that comprehenders make predictions by going through some of the stages that 
they use to produce utterances, then they might be unable to predict both meaning and form 
in Experiment 1, in part because of the relatively short time-lag and in part because 
comprehension would be rendered difficult by having to integrate all the words in the prior 
context. In contrast, we hypothesized that they would be able to predict both meaning and 
form in Experiment 2, given the longer SOA. 
Experiment 1 
Methods 
Participants  
 Twenty-four English monolinguals (6 males and 18 females, age M = 21.4 years, SD 
= 2.8) took part in the experiment, having given informed consent. All participants were 
right-handed and free from neurological or language disorders.  
Stimuli and experimental design  
 We constructed 160 items (from a candidate set of 200 items) that consisted of a 
context that strongly predicted a specific word, followed by a critical word and a sentence-
final word (see Figure 1). In the predictable condition, the critical word was the predictable 
word. In the form condition, the critical word was phonologically and orthographically 
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related to the predictable word. The overlap could occur at word-onset (card-cart, 15% of the 
items), word-offset (luck-duck, 53.8%), or both (age-ace, 23.8%), or involved single-letter 
addition (air-hair, 5.6%), or single-letter deletion (cold-old, 1.9%). In the semantic condition, 
the critical word was semantically related to the predictable word. In the unrelated condition, 
the critical word was not related in terms of form or meaning to the predictable word.  
We validated our items in four ways. In a cloze probability pre-test, 36 further 
participants completed each of the context fragments from our candidate set (e.g., The student 
is going to the library to borrow a -) with the first word that came to mind. We excluded 
items if the predictable word was not the most frequent completion or if it had a cloze 
probability of less than 30%. Selected items had a mean cloze value of 80% (range 31-100%; 
see Figure 1 for example items; the full set of items with cloze values and plausibility ratings 
are in Supplementary material). We then added an additional word to each item so that ERP 
responses to the critical words would not be affected by sentence wrap-up. 
A further 48 native English speakers judged plausibility of the sentences excluding 
the post-target word on a scale from 1 (completely implausible) to 5 (completely plausible) 
for 173 candidate items, together with 64 further sentences that were designed to be plausible. 
The candidate items were placed in four lists, each containing one version of each item and 
43 or 44 sentences from each condition. We excluded items in which the predictable 
condition had a mean plausibility rating below 3.5 or any other condition had a mean 
plausibility rating over 3. For the remaining 160 items, the semantic condition was more 
plausible than the form condition (Mean Difference = .16, SD = .56), t(159) = 3.66, p < .001, 
or the unrelated condition (Mean Difference = .15, SD = .52), t(159) = 3.75, p < .001, 
whereas the form and unrelated conditions were equally implausible. 
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Lexical characteristics of the critical words in each condition are shown in Table 1. 
We evaluated form similarity by computing the Levenshtein distance from the predictable 
word (the minimum number of single-letter edits including addition, deletion, and 
substitution needed to transform one word into the other). In the semantic condition, the 
critical word was semantically related to the predictable word. We assessed this similarity by 
pairwise Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). In the unrelated 
condition, the critical word was related neither in form nor in meaning to the predictable 
word, relative to the form or semantic conditions. Among the non-predictable conditions, the 
form condition had a smaller Levenshtein distance to predictable words than the semantic 
condition, t(159) = -29.4, p < .001, and the unrelated condition, t(159) = -37.1, p < .001. The 
semantic condition had a larger Levenshtein distance than the unrelated condition, t(159) = 
5.2, p < .001. The direction of this difference means that any effect of semantic similarity 
could not in fact be due to form similarity. The semantic condition had a higher LSA than the 
form condition, t(158)
4
 = 26.1, p < .001, and the unrelated condition, t(159) = 27.2, p < .001. 
The form condition had a higher LSA than the unrelated condition, t(158) = 2.4, p < .05. As 
will become clear in our Results section, the difference in Levenshtein distance between the 
semantic and the unrelated condition, and the LSA difference between the form condition and 
the unrelated condition, cannot explain our results. 
Procedure 
 The 160 sentences were divided into four counterbalanced lists so that each list 
contained only one condition per sentence, but that across the four lists each condition for 
                                                          
4
 One item in the form condition did not yield an LSA value, which is why the comparisons 
involving this condition have 158 degrees of freedom. 
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each sentence occurred equally often. They were combined with 64 additional plausible filler 
sentences and presented in the same randomized order for every participant with the 
constraint that no more than three items from the same condition appeared consecutively. 
Each participant thus saw a total of 104 plausible and 120 implausible sentences. 
 Participants silently read sentences from a computer display, presented word by word 
at a regular pace (300 ms word duration, 200 ms inter-word interval; sentence final words had 
a 600 ms duration). A fixation-cross followed each sentence, at which point participants 
could start the next sentence by a button-press. Yes-No comprehension questions appeared on 
25% of the trials (mean accuracy across participants, M = 96.1%, SD = 3.6, range 86.0 – 
100%, 6.6% of the responses are excluded due to time outs). The experiment took 
approximately 40 minutes. 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) recording and data processing 
 The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded at a sample rate of 512 Hz and with 
24-bit AD conversion using the Biosemi ActiveTwo system (BioSemi BV, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands). This system’s hardware is completely DC coupled and applies digital low pass 
filtering through its ADC's decimation filter (the hardware bandwidth limit), which has a 5th 
order sinc response with a -3 dB point at 1/5th of the sample rate (i.e., approximating a low-
pass filter at 100 Hz). Data was recorded from 64 EEG, 4 EOG, and 2 mastoid electrodes 
using the standard 10/20 system (for details, see Nieuwland, 2014). Offline, the EEG was re-
referenced to the mastoid average and filtered further (0.019–20 Hz plus 50 Hz Notch filter). 
Data was segmented into 1200 ms epochs (-200-1000 ms relative to critical word onset), 
corrected for eye-movements using the Gratton and Coles regression procedure as 
implemented in BrainVision Analyzer (Brain Products ©), baseline-corrected to -100-0 ms, 
automatically screened for movement- or electrode-artefacts (minimal/maximal allowed 
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amplitude = -75/75 µV), and averaged per condition per participant. The mean number of 
artefact-free trials across conditions was 37, with no difference across conditions. 
Statistical analysis 
Mean amplitude was computed per condition at 16 EEG electrodes 
(F1/F3/FC1/FC3/CP1/CP3/P1/P3 plus right-hemisphere equivalents), in the N400 time 
window (350-450 ms) and the LPC time window (600-1000 ms). Effects of condition and 
scalp distributions effects were tested with a 4 (Condition: Target, Form, Semantic, 
Unrelated) by 2 (Hemisphere: left, right) by 2 (Anteriority: Frontal-Central, Central-Parietal) 
repeated-measures ANOVA. When appropriate, Greenhouse–Geisser corrections and 
corrected F-values are reported. Only statistical results with p < .1 are reported. Additionally, 
we divided the items into high- and medium-cloze probability sets to test an effect of cloze 
probability with a condition by cloze ANOVA, focusing on relevant conditions. 
Results 
Visual inspection of the data indicates that all implausible conditions elicited larger 
N400s than the control condition (see Figure 1). These N400 effects were widely distributed 
and visible at most channels. Figures showing all channels are in Supplementary material. 
The form condition also showed a post-N400 enhanced positive deflection compared to the 
other conditions, starting from about 600 ms and lasting until about 1000 ms, which was most 
prominent at posterior channels. 
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The N400 time window 
N400 analysis revealed a significant effect of condition, F(3, 69) = 24.6, MSE = 14.5, 
p < .001, and a significant interaction of condition by anteriority, F(2.1, 48.1) = 11.3, MSE = 
1.9, p < .001, indicating that effects of condition were more robust at posterior channels, F(3, 
69) = 29.6, MSE = 4.4, p < .001, than anterior channels, F(3, 69) = 16.0, MSE = 3.6, p < .001. 
For further analysis, we therefore performed pairwise comparisons between conditions at the 
posterior channels where N400 modulations were largest (see Table 2, top-right cells). All 
three non-predictable conditions elicited larger (more negative) N400s than the predictable 
condition. Critically, the semantic condition elicited reduced N400s compared to the 
unrelated conditions. 
The late positivity time window 
This analysis revealed a significant condition by anteriority interaction, F(3, 69) = 9.9, 
MSE = 1.1, p < .001, a marginally significant interaction of condition by hemisphere, F(2.2, 
50.8) = 2.6, MSE = 0.8, p = .08, and a marginally significant three-way interaction of 
condition by anteriority by hemisphere, F(3, 69) = 2.3, MSE = 0.3, p = .09. 
Since previously reported LPC has been largest at posterior channels, we followed up 
on the condition by anteriority interaction with one-way ANOVAs at anterior and posterior 
channels separately. The effect of condition was marginally significant at posterior channels 
only, F(2.4, 55.6) = 3.0, MSE = 5.1, p = .05, and was not significant at anterior channels, F < 
1.6. Table 2 lists the follow-up pairwise comparisons performed at posterior channels 
(bottom-left cells). Form-related words elicited an enhanced positivity compared to all other 
conditions. 
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Effects of cloze probability 
 We tested whether the observed N400 and LPC modulations were dependent on the 
cloze probability of predictable words. To do this, we compared effects in high-cloze and 
medium-cloze items. We used a median split (Mdn = 86) to form a high-cloze subset (83 
items, cloze M = 93.5, SD = 4.7) and a medium-cloze subset (77 items, cloze M = 65.1, SD = 
15.3). Importantly, the two subsets did not differ in plausibility ratings, in frequency, in word 
length, in Levenshtein distance, in word LSA nor in context LSA, all Fs < 1.1 (for details, see 
Table 4). ERP waveforms for high-cloze and medium-cloze items separately are shown in 
Figure 1. 
We used only the posterior channels, where, consistent with the findings in previous 
literature (e.g., Kim & Lai, 2012; Laszlo & Federmeier, 2009), N400 and LPC effects had 
been maximal. For the semantic prediction reduced-N400 effect, we tested the effect of cloze 
value on the crucial difference between the semantic condition and the unrelated condition. A 
2-way condition by cloze ANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition, F(1, 23) = 8.4, 
MSE = 6.6, and of cloze, F(1, 23) = 9.0, MSE = 7.1, ps < .05, and a marginally significant 
interaction of condition by cloze, F(1, 23) = 4.0, MSE = 3.5, p = .06. Follow-up t-tests 
comparing the semantic and the unrelated conditions revealed that the N400 reduction was 
robust in the high-cloze subset (M = 2.3 µV, SD = 3.3), t(47) = 4.9, p < .001, but not in the 
medium-cloze subset (M = .75 µV, SD = 3.2), t(47) = 1.6, p = .1. Absence of N400 reduction 
for the form condition (relative to the unrelated condition) was observed in the high-cloze and 
medium-cloze subsets alike, ps > .3. 
For the form prediction LPC analysis, all four conditions were included to test 
whether the LPC effect was observed only for the form condition. A condition by cloze 
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition, F(3, 69) = 4.0, MSE = 9.2, p < .05, a 
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marginally significant main effect of cloze, F(1, 23) = 4.2, MSE = 10, p = .05, and a 
significant interaction of condition by cloze, F(2.1, 48.9) = 4.5, MSE = 9.6, p < .05. Follow-
up pairwise comparisons showed that, for high-cloze items, the form condition elicited an 
LPC effect compared to the target condition (M = 3.4 µV, SD = 4.9), t(47) = 4.8, p < .001, 
semantic condition (M = 2.8 µV, SD = 4.7), t(47) = 4.1, p < .001, and unrelated condition (M 
= 2.6 µV, SD = 5.4), t(47) = 3.4, p = .001. In contrast, for medium-cloze items, the unrelated 
condition showed a negative going shift relative to predictable condition, t(47) = -3.8, p 
< .001, form condition, t(47) = -2.8, p < .05, and semantic condition, t(47) = -2.1, p < .05. 
Discussion 
We investigated whether readers pre-activate semantic features and 
(phonological/orthographic) form features in a high-cloze sentence context where strong 
lexical predictions can be made. Critical words that were semantically related to high-cloze 
target words elicited a diminished N400 effect compared to unrelated words. Form-related 
words showed no N400 reduction, but elicited a post-N400 enhanced positivity (posterior 
LPC) relative to other conditions. The N400 result suggests that participants pre-activated 
semantic but not form information, whereas the LPC effect suggests that participants detected 
the form similarity with predictable words. Both effects were robust only in high-cloze 
sentences, even though the medium-cloze and high-cloze sentences were matched on 
plausibility and other relevant variables. We consider this strong evidence that both effects 
arise from prediction of target word meaning. However, one remaining question from 
Experiment 1 is whether form pre-activation never occurs, or whether it occurs under some 
experimental conditions but not others. 
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Experiment 2 
 Experiment 1 did not generate evidence of form pre-activation. It is possible that 
readers simply do not pre-activate the form of predictable words. However, it is also possible 
that form is pre-activated only when time or resources allow, as production-based prediction 
accounts predict. Do readers pre-activate form when they have more time to generate 
predictions, for example, when sentences are presented at a slower rate? Experiment 2 tested 
this possibility by increasing the SOA between words from 500 ms to 700 ms. A 700 ms 
SOA has also been used as a long-SOA condition in an investigation of presentation rate on 
prediction during sentence processing (Dambacher et al., 2012) and in word-priming studies 
(Hill, Ott, & Weisbrod, 2005; Luka & Van Petten, 2014). 
There is some reason to believe an increased SOA might enhance pre-activation. 
Several previous studies have showed an effect of SOA on processing associated with 
prediction. However, to date, SOA manipulations appear to have been chiefly investigated 
with respect to semantic prediction. For example, SOA has a clear impact on semantic 
priming N400 effects. Semantic priming N400 effects suggest that people activate a set of 
words that are associated with the prime word, which facilitates the processing of the target 
word (Roland, Yun, Koenig, & Mauner, 2012). Hill et al. (2005) reported a larger N400 
priming effect for a longer SOA (700 ms) than a shorter SOA (150 ms), and suggested that 
the longer SOA led to deeper semantic processing. Luka and Van Petten (2014) presented 
participants pairs of words that were strongly, moderately, or weakly associated with each 
other, either simultaneously or with a 700 ms SOA. They found that stronger semantic 
association was associated with smaller N400s. Critically, this N400 effect was delayed in the 
simultaneous presentation, especially for strongly associated word pairs, suggesting that more 
time enhances pre-activation via semantic association (i.e., priming). These studies 
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investigated the effect of SOA only on word-to-word semantic relatedness effect, and it is 
unclear whether similar effects occur during sentence reading when predictions for a specific 
word can be made based on more constraining contextual information. 
Kutas (1993) had participants read sentences that ended with the highest cloze word, 
an incongruent word that was semantically related to the highest cloze word, or an 
incongruent word that was semantically unrelated to the highest cloze word, at four different 
SOAs (100, 250, 700, or 1150 ms). N400s were smaller for semantically related incongruent 
words than for semantically unrelated incongruent words at all SOAs. More interestingly, the 
N400 peak latency difference was delayed for the fastest 100 ms SOA compared to the 
slower (250-1150 ms) SOAs, and the N400 difference effect was smaller for the 100-250 
SOAs than for the 700 ms SOA (albeit not smaller than for the 1150 ms SOA). The results 
suggest that the effect of semantic relatedness to the expected words is very robust and occurs 
at relatively slow or fast presentation rates. 
Dambacher et al. (2012) found N400 effects for low-predictable words relative to 
high-predictable words in three different SOAs (280 ms, 490 ms, and 700 ms). The N400 
amplitude difference was the smallest in the 280 ms SOA, with no difference between 490 ms 
and 700 ms SOAs, and the onset latency of the N400 effect was delayed in the 280 ms SOA 
relative to the 700 ms SOA. However, their high-predictable words were also more plausible 
than low-predictable words, so it remains unclear whether the effects of SOA on the N400 
reflect the semantic processes associated with pre-activation or plausibility. 
In replication of Federmeier and Kutas (1999), Wlotko and Federmeier (2015) found 
that anomaly N400 effects were reduced for words semantically related to a predictable word 
relative to unrelated words. This N400 reduction was found at a 500 ms SOA, but not at a 
250 ms SOA. Along with Dambacher et al. (2012), the impact of faster presentation on the 
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N400 effects points to the possibility that prediction-related N400 effects may suffer from 
uncomfortably rapid serial presentation rates. 
These studies suggest that manipulations of timing may have some effects on pre-
activation
5
, but there have been no investigations of the effects of timing on form pre-
activation. In our Experiment 1, participants pre-activated meaning but not form, reflected in 
a reduced N400 for words semantically related to predictable words, but not for form-related 
words. Experiment 2 used a longer SOA and examined whether form pre-activation occurs 
when there is more time available during sentence comprehension to generate predictions. If 
form features are pre-activated when people read at this slower presentation rate, we would 
expect to see reduced N400s for form-related words relative to unrelated words. 
Methods 
Participants 
 Twenty-four English monolinguals (6 males and 18 females, age M = 20.3 years, SD 
= 2.9) took part in the experiment, having given informed consent. The participants were 
from the same population as in Experiment 1, but had not participated in Experiment 1. All 
participants were right-handed and free from neurological or language disorders. 
                                                          
5
 An important caveat to an interpretation of SOA-based peak latency differences, however, is 
that at short SOAs the N1-P2 ERP complex elicited by the subsequent word occurs in the 
N400 time range of the critical word. Through component overlap, ERPs elicited by the 
subsequent word at short SOAs (but not at a 500 ms or slower SOA) can thus ‘cut short’ the 
N400 component before it reaches its full peak. 
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Stimuli and experimental design 
 The stimuli and experimental design were identical to those used in Experiment 1. 
Procedure 
The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, except that the SOA was changed to 
700 ms (500 ms word duration, 200 ms inter-word interval; sentence final words had an 800 
ms duration). Mean accuracy for comprehension questions was 90.8 % (SD = 3.9, range 83.9 
– 96.4%). 
Electroencephalogram (EEG) recording and data processing 
The data were processed in the same way as in Experiment 1. The mean number of 
artefact-free trials in Experiment 2 across conditions was 36, with no difference across 
conditions. 
Statistical analysis 
 The same statistical analysis was conducted as for Experiment 1. 
Results 
 Visual inspection of the data indicates that all implausible conditions elicited larger 
N400s than the target condition, and the N400 effect was reduced for the semantic condition 
(see Figure 2), as had also been observed in Experiment 1. The form condition elicited the 
largest LPC at posterior channels among all the conditions. 
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The N400 time window 
 The analysis revealed a significant effect of condition, F(3, 69) = 18.5, MSE = 17.2, p 
< .001, and a significant interaction of condition by anteriority, F(3, 69) = 4.3, MSE = 1.8, p 
< .05, which was due to a stronger effect of condition at posterior channels, F(3, 69) = 19.2, 
MSE = 5.0, p < .001, than at anterior channels, F(3, 69) = 15.0, MSE = 4.5, p < .001. 
Following the same analysis steps in Experiment 1, pairwise comparisons were performed at 
posterior channels. All the implausible conditions elicited larger N400s than the predictable 
condition, but the semantic condition elicited reduced N400s relative to the form and the 
unrelated conditions (see Table 3, top-right cells). 
The late positivity time window 
 The analysis revealed a significant interaction of condition by anteriority, F(3, 69) = 
24.1, MSE = 1.1, p < .001, which was driven by the fact that the effect of condition was 
significant at posterior channels, F(2.4, 55) = 4.7, MSE = 5.1, p < .05, but not at anterior 
channels, F < 1. Similarly to Experiment 1, the pairwise comparisons at posterior channels 
revealed that the form condition elicited enhanced positivity relative to all the other 
conditions (see Table 2, bottom-left cells). 
Effects of cloze probability 
 We compared high-cloze and medium-cloze items using the same median split as in 
Experiment 1 in order to test the effect of predictability. For the N400 window, we performed 
a 2-way condition by cloze ANOVA at posterior channels including the form, semantic, and 
unrelated conditions in order to allow investigation of pre-activation of both form and 
meaning. The analysis revealed a significant interaction of condition by cloze, F(1.6, 37) = 
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6.0, MSE = 9.0, p < .05, which arose from the effect of condition being significant in the 
high-cloze items, F(2, 46) = 5.8, MSE = 9.3, p < .05, but not in the medium-cloze items, F < 
1.5. For the high-cloze items, N400s were reduced both for the form condition, (M = 2.6 µV, 
SD = 3.6), t(47) = 5.0, p < .001, and for the semantic condition, (M = 2.7 µV, SD = 4.6), t(47) 
= 4.0, p < .001, relative to the unrelated condition (see Figure 2, right lower panel). 
 For the LPC analysis, a 2-way condition by cloze ANOVA at posterior channels with 
all the conditions revealed a significant effect of condition, F(2.4, 54) = 5.4, MSE = 10.3, p 
< .05. However, neither the effect of cloze nor the interaction of condition by cloze was 
significant, Fs < 1.6. 
Between-experiment comparisons: effects of SOA 
 The critical difference between the results of the two experiments was the presence of 
the N400 modulation for form-related words in high-cloze items in Experiment 2 but not in 
Experiment 1. To specifically test this effect, we conducted a between-experiment 
comparison at posterior channels in high-cloze items, using a difference value between the 
form and the unrelated conditions. An independent samples t-test revealed a significant effect 
of SOA, t(94) = -2.5, p < .05. In the LPC time window, an independent samples t-test 
comparing the same 2 conditions showed no significant effect of SOA, p = .8. 
Discussion 
 Experiment 2 investigated whether pre-activation of form features would occur when 
sentences are presented at a slower presentation rate (700 ms SOA) than in Experiment 1 
(500 ms SOA). Experiment 2 partially replicated Experiment 1; semantically related words 
elicited reduced N400s compared to unrelated words, and form-related words elicited an 
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enhanced later positivity relative to all the other conditions. However, unlike in Experiment 1, 
form-related words showed an N400 reduction for high-cloze items, and elicited an LPC 
effect in medium-cloze items as well as in high-cloze items. The results suggest that 
participants pre-activated the forms of highly predictable words, but not of moderately 
predictable words. The results also suggest that our participants detected conflict between 
form-related words and predictable words, irrespective of whether the form features were 
pre-activated or not. 
General Discussion 
 Two ERP experiments examined pre-activation of form and meaning during sentence 
reading, and whether pre-activation of semantic and form features depends on the time 
constraints on reading. Participants read high-cloze sentences that were completed with the 
predictable word, an anomalous word that was either semantically related or form-related to 
the predictable word, or an unrelated word. The rate of the word-by-word presentation was 
500 ms in Experiment 1 and 700 ms in Experiment 2. Anomalous words in all conditions 
elicited an N400 effect compared to the predictable word, but, at both SOAs, N400s for 
semantically related words were reduced compared to unrelated words. In contrast, form-
related words elicited reduced N400s only at the 700 ms SOA, and only in the high-cloze 
item subset. However, form-related words elicited an enhanced post-N400, late positive 
component (LPC) at both SOAs. This LPC effect occurred irrespective of whether form-
related words elicited reduced N400 effects, and was elicited only by high-cloze items at the 
500 ms SOA, but by medium-cloze items and high-cloze items alike at the 700 ms SOA. The 
main novel contributions of this work are that (1) both meaning and form can be pre-
activated, but pre-activation of form is more influenced by time constraints than pre-
activation of meaning, and (2) whether or not the form of predicted words is pre-activated, 
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form similarity to predicted words incurs additional post-N400 processing costs, suggestive 
of an interpretation conflict between expected input and encountered input. 
Pre-activation of semantic features 
The results of both our experiments strongly suggest that lexical prediction entails the 
pre-activation of semantic features, by ruling out the effects that could be associated with an 
account in terms of ease of integration (see Federmeier & Kutas, 1999, for discussion). Under 
an integration account, the facilitation of semantically related words, reflected in the reduced 
N400, occurs primarily because these words are more plausible sentence continuations. 
Although semantically related words in the complete set of items were rated as slightly less 
implausible than the form/unrelated conditions (1.8 compared to 1.6, on a plausibility scale of 
1 to 5), the currently observed N400 reduction for semantically related words cannot 
straightforwardly be explained in terms of plausibility or other factors (e.g., semantic priming 
from context, lexical characteristics including frequency and word length). This conclusion is 
based on the fact that N400 reduction was found only for high-cloze items and not for 
medium-cloze items, while the high-cloze and medium-cloze items were matched on 
plausibility and other relevant variables (see Table 4). In other words, the N400 reduction for 
the semantically related condition was not dependent on plausibility, but depended on the 
predictability of the target word. We take this as strong evidence for pre-activation of 
semantic information, at least in highly constraining sentences. 
Our study did not find clear evidence for semantic pre-activation in the medium-cloze 
sentences (mean cloze = 65%). This result is inconsistent with other studies that found an 
N400 reduction for semantically related words despite relatively low cloze probabilities 
(Federmeier & Kutas, 1999; Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012). Thus, the semantic relatedness 
of the related and target words may have been stronger in these previous studies than in our 
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study. Our findings suggest that prediction may not always occur, even when cloze 
probability is relatively high. This may be incompatible with models which regard prediction 
as a fundamental aspect of language processing (e.g., Dell & Chang, 2014). However, if 
engagement of online prediction varies during language processing, it may be likely that 
factors besides cloze predictability (i.e., semantic relatedness, experimental design factors 
such as the inclusion of nonwords and differences in task instructions) may affect the 
detection of online prediction. Furthermore, it could be the case that the pre-activation of 
particular features during prediction is highly contextually mediated, such that the system 
only pre-activates those features that are relevant or strongly associated with the particular 
situation that unfolding incremental evidence supports (Metusalem et al., 2012). 
Semantically related words elicited identical N400 reductions at shorter and longer 
SOAs, suggesting that longer SOA did not lead to stronger pre-activation of semantic features. 
This does not necessarily mean that semantic pre-activation is an automatic process that is 
unaffected by time constraints. Our results are consistent with those reported by Dambacher 
et al. (2012), where SOAs of 490 ms and 700 ms elicited similar N400 effects of cloze 
probability. However, they additionally found that when sentences were presented at 280 ms 
SOA, the N400 effect was smaller than at the other two SOAs, and the onset latency of the 
N400 effect was delayed compared to the 700 ms SOA. In an earlier study, Kutas (1993) also 
found a delay in the onset and peak latencies of an N400 anomaly effect when using 100 ms 
SOA, which was faster than a normal reading speed. Such findings suggest that N400 effects 
for unexpected or semantically anomalous words can be affected by time constraints (i.e., 
word presentation rate), and appear to show a delay at relatively short SOAs. The 500 and 
700 ms SOAs in the current study may have been too long to generate such patterns. 
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Pre-activation of form features 
 While our results show that form features can be pre-activated, form pre-activation 
depended on the time that was available to generate predictions during reading. At a 500 ms 
SOA, there was no sign of pre-activation of form features, even in the most constraining 
sentences (cloze value 94%) at a relatively high level of form-similarity (as reflected by a 
relatively low Levenshtein distance of 1.3). This result appears inconsistent with previous 
studies by Laszlo and Federmeier (2009) and Kim and Lai (2012), who found facilitation 
effects for pseudowords that were orthographically similar to predictable words using 500 ms 
SOA and 550 ms SOA, respectively. This inconsistency could indicate that readers process 
real words that resemble predictable words differently from pseudowords or non-words that 
resemble predictable words. 
However, the discrepancy between our findings and those of Lazlo and Federmeier 
(2009) may also have to do with the different task instructions. Participants in the present 
study answered comprehension questions after some trials, whereas participants in Lazlo and 
Federmeier (2009) were asked to judge each sentence on whether it was a “normal English 
sentence”. This explicit judgment task may have drawn extra attention to the included 
nonwords and increased the task-relevance of form-related non-words. This would have been 
exacerbated by the fact that the form-related targets were more similar to the correct words 
(i.e., had lower Levenshtein distances), than those in our study. Such issues complicate a 
direct comparison of our findings with those of previous studies. 
In our study, form-related words showed facilitation effects at the 700 ms SOA, 
reflected in an N400 reduction, but this effect was limited to high-cloze sentences. It thus 
appears that very high predictability is critical for the pre-activation of form features. This 
explanation fits with related studies: All the reviewed studies that found an N400 modulation 
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for words sharing orthographic or phonological features with predictable words used critical 
sentences with cloze probability of about 90% (Kim & Lai, 2012; Laszlo & Federmeier, 
2009; Vissers et al., 2006). Importantly, Experiment 2 replicated the previously reported 
N400 reductions using real words only, and without a secondary task that required explicit 
judgments about the critical words. Moreover, the high-cloze items and medium-cloze items 
did not differ in form similarity (see Table 4, Levenshtein distance), plausibility, semantic 
relatedness to preceding contexts or other lexical characteristics that might explain the N400 
effect difference. Therefore, we interpret the predictability-dependent facilitation effect for 
the form-related words as reflecting pre-activation of form features as a consequence of 
prediction of a specific word. 
A comparison of the Experiments 1 and 2 suggests that pre-activation of form features 
is more dependent on time constraints than pre-activation of semantic features. This finding 
suggests that pre-activation of semantic features is more robust than pre-activation of form 
features. Strictly speaking, we cannot rule out that the form-prediction SOA effects occur 
because form-predictions take slightly longer to develop from the presentation of the pre-
critical word. In the latter case, we expect pre-activation of form not to be a function of 
general SOA but only of the time between the critical word and the pre-critical word. 
However, rather than making such a strong claim about the absolute time course of the 
unfolding form-prediction, we think that slower SOAs might in principle benefit all aspects 
of prediction. After all, people are more likely to finish the sentences of someone who speaks 
slowly or hesitantly than of someone who speaks fast and fluently (Gambi & Pickering, 
2011). 
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Pre-activation pattern and production-based prediction accounts 
Our findings are compatible with an account in which comprehenders use the 
production system to make predictions during comprehension (Pickering & Garrod, 2007, 
2013; see also Federmeier, 2007). According to this proposal, comprehenders covertly imitate 
what they are hearing, so that they generate a production-based representation. They then 
engage some of the mechanisms of language production to predict upcoming words 
(indicating, roughly, what they would themselves say next at that point). Normally, 
comprehenders do not have time or resources to construct a full “implemented” 
representation of what they would say next (and instead construct a forward model, as 
discussed in Pickering & Garrod, 2013). But when time and resources allow, they run 
through the stages involved in language production, which involve semantic representations 
followed by form representations (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). We therefore 
propose that comprehenders in Experiment 1 had the time to construct meaning (thus leading 
to a reduced N400 in the semantic condition but not form (thus leading to no N400 reduction 
in the form condition). In contrast, comprehenders in Experiment 2 had the time to construct 
both meaning and form (thus leading to N400 reductions in both conditions)
6
. 
 If similar effects of meaning and form pre-activation had been obtained at both SOAs, 
it would have suggested that participants pre-activated a specific lexical item (i.e., lemma) 
first, wherefrom the activation spread across semantically and form-related lemmas. If this 
                                                          
6 An interesting point is that the form-related LPC did occur in Experiment 1. It may be that 
some form-related pre-activation did occur in Experiment 1, but it was not ready at the point 
at which the N400 was elicited, or there was a need for concurrent activation from the form-
related target word. 
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were the case, the pre-activation pattern would have been incompatible with a prediction-
with-implementation account. 
 A caveat to this claim, though, is that we did not have a condition where the critical 
word was related to the predictable word both in form and meaning. (Because of the very 
limited number of such lexical pairs, it is unclear whether enough items for ERP signal-to-
noise requirements could be constructed.) Even with such a condition, it would be impossible 
to compare the strength of semantic relatedness and form relatedness, as they are not 
quantified in the same way. Hence, we cannot ensure that our semantically related words and 
form related words were equally strongly ‘related’ to the predictable words. 
Furthermore, our observed pattern of results is also consistent with a comprehension 
system in which activation cascades from the semantic to the form level, regardless of 
engagement of the production system during prediction. It is possible that participants first 
pre-activated semantic information, and this activation cascaded to form information, purely 
within the comprehension system. As this suggests that semantic pre-activation occurs prior 
to form pre-activation, the effect of SOA in our study can be explained by the assumption 
that the SOA was slow enough for the cascading to the form level to occur in Experiment 2 
but not in Experiment 1. Evidence for such cascaded lexical activation has been found in 
comprehension (Apfelbaum, Blumstein, & McMurray, 2011; Huettig & McQueen, 2007) as 
well as in production (Morsella & Miozzo, 2002). Although well-established models of 
language comprehension and language prediction do not yet clearly formalize the notion of 
cascaded processing, one might reasonably assume that a cascading architecture in 
comprehension could work in the following basic way: activation cascades from word form 
level to semantic level. In contrast, production models that entail cascading (cf. Levelt, 1999) 
posit that cascading occurs from semantic level to word form level. Minimally, our results 
clearly support a cascaded processing architecture, whatever the nature of the representations 
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that are being activated. Given that our data follow the cascaded pattern assumed in 
production models (i.e., semantic followed by form), we find the directionality of activation 
as most consistent with the predictions of a production-based prediction account.  But our 
findings do not offer conclusive evidence to the point of exclusion of alternative accounts, 
and are consistent with both production-based prediction and cascaded lexical activation 
accounts. 
Monitoring and reanalysis processing for form-related words 
 In both experiments, the form-related condition elicited a post-N400, posterior 
positive deflection (LPC) that depended on target word predictability. Critically, this LPC 
effect occurred only for the form condition, in comparison to the predictable words but also 
to the other two implausible conditions. Therefore, this effect cannot be explained in terms of 
implausibility under high-constraint conditions, as recently proposed by Van Petten and Luka 
(2012) in a review of post-N400 LPCs (see also DeLong, Quante, & Kutas, 2014). We can 
identify three possible accounts for this effect. According to a monitoring account, form 
similarity increases monitoring processes and triggers a general reanalysis to check for 
processing errors (Van de Meerendonk, Kolk, Chwilla, & Vissers, 2009; Van Herten, 
Chwilla, & Kolk, 2006). According to a misspelling account, participants may have 
considered the form-related words as being misspellings of the predicted word, triggering a 
‘repair’ of the surface feature that differed between the predicted and encountered input (e.g., 
Kim & Osterhout, 2005). Importantly, both these accounts assume that comprehenders detect 
a difference between the encountered input and the input that they predicted, but the accounts 
differ in terms of whether comprehenders lay the blame on errors in their own comprehension 
processes or on an error in the written input. A third interpretation is that the LPC effect only 
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reflects the detection of similarity to the predicted form, without comprehenders considering 
any input or process to be erroneous. 
 The combination of an N400 effect and subsequent LPC effect suggests that 
participants in our experiment did not take the form-related words purely as a misspelling. It 
suggests that semantic information associated with form-related words was indeed accessed. 
Moreover, we observed the LPC effects whether or not the N400 for form-related words was 
reduced (i.e., in Experiments 1 and 2), indicating that pre-activation of form was not 
necessary for the occurrence of the subsequent processes reflected in the LPC. The pre-
activation of form information and the detection of form similarity thus appeared to be fairly 
independent of each other. Detection of form similarity of encountered input with predicted 
input may thus arise via a bottom-up process of feature activation (Federmeier, 2007), rather 
than pre-activation. 
Conclusions 
Current neurobiological accounts of language comprehension assume lexical 
prediction through pre-activation (Federmeier, 2007; Kutas et al., 2009). However, less is 
known about how linguistic information is pre-activated. We examined the patterns of co-
occurrence of form and meaning pre-activation to test whether the patterns would be 
consistent with production-based prediction accounts. Our study investigated prediction of 
form and meaning while participants read grammatical sentences without having to explicitly 
evaluate the critical words. Anomalous words that were semantically related to predictable 
words elicited reduced N400 effects compared to unrelated words, and this effect was not 
influenced by SOA. In contrast, highly predictable form-related words elicited a reduced 
N400 effect in the slower SOA, suggesting that people pre-activate the semantics of 
predictable words more strongly than the form. Form-related words also elicited an enhanced, 
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post-N400 posterior positivity at both SOAs, indicating that form similarity between expected 
and encountered input was detected via a bottom-up mechanism, regardless of whether form 
features are pre-activated or not. Our results demonstrate that pre-activation of the form of 
upcoming words depends on the time that readers have to predict, which we suggest is in line 
with production-based accounts of linguistic prediction. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Results from Experiment 1 (500 ms SOA). ERPs elicited by each condition at Pz in 
across all items (top panel), in medium-cloze items (left lower panel) and in high-cloze items 
(right lower panel). Scalp distributions of the ERP effects (implausible condition minus target 
condition) in the N400 time window and LPC time window are shown on the right in each 
panel. 
Figure 2. Results from Experiment 2 (700 ms SOA). ERPs elicited by each condition at Pz in 
across all items (top panel), in medium-cloze items (left lower panel) and in high-cloze items 
(right lower panel). Scalp distributions of the ERP effects (implausible condition minus target 
condition) in the N400 time window and LPC time window are shown on the right in each 
panel. 
 
 
 Table 1. 
Lexical characteristics of critical words (SDs in parentheses) 
Condition Length Frequency Phonological 
density 
LSA Levenshtein 
Distance 
Concreteness Familiarity 
Target 4.4 
(1.1) 
4.8 
(0.5) 
8.5 
(6.0) - - 
510 
(108) 
566 
(40) 
Form 4.5 
(1.1) 
4.3 
(0.7) 
9.0 
(6.1) 
0.07 
(0.1) 
1.2 
(0.5) 
497 
(105) 
526 
(52) 
Semantic 5.3 
(1.7) 
4.3 
(0.7) 
5.2 
(5.5) 
0.46 
(0.2) 
4.8 
(1.6) 
494 
(101) 
546 
(50) 
Unrelated 4.4 
(1.0) 
4.4 
(0.6) 
7.0 
(6.43) 
0.06 
(0.1) 
4.1 
(1.0) 
502 
(108) 
539 
(45) 
The word frequency was taken from Subtlex (http://zipf.ugent.be/open-
lexicons/interfaces/subtlex-uk/). Phonological density represents orthographic 
neighbourhood size from MCWord (http://www.neuro.mcw.edu/mcword/). LSA shows the 
results of pair-wise comparison of semantic similarity scores between target words and 
words in each condition (http://lsa.colorado.edu/). Distance represents Levenshtein distance 
from corresponding target words. Concreteness and familiarity ratings are taken from MRC 
Psycholinguistic Database 
(http://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/school/MRCDatabase/uwa_mrc.htm) 
 
 
 
 
 
Table
  
Table 2.  Pairwise t-test results for Experiment 1 (500 ms SOA) on mean ERP amplitude per 
condition at posterior channels in the N400 350-450 ms time window (top-right half) and in 
the LPC 600-1000 time window (bottom-left half) 
Time window 
Condition 
N400 
Target Surface Semantic Unrelated 
 
 
 
 
LPC 
 
Target  -4.8 (3.2) 
-10.2*** 
-3.7 (3.1) 
-8.4*** 
-5.0 (3.8) 
-9.2*** 
Form -1.2 (2.9) 
-3.0** 
 1.1 (2.2) 
3.3** 
-0.2 (3.0) 
-0.5 
Semantic 0.006 (2.9) 
0.01 
1.2 (3.3) 
2.6** 
 -1.3 (2.4) 
-3.7*** 
Unrelated 0.4 (3.4) 
0.9 
1.6 (2.6) 
4.4*** 
0.4 (2.3) 
1.2 
 
The values in each cell correspond to the mean voltage difference (row condition values 
were subtracted from column conditions); SD (in parentheses); t-value (df = 47); 
significance level, represented as * < .1, ** < .05, *** < .001 
  
Table 3.  Pairwise t-test results for Experiment 2 (700 ms SOA) on mean ERP amplitude per 
condition at posterior channels in the N400 350-450 ms time window (top-right half) and in 
the LPC 600-1000 time window (bottom-left half) 
Time window 
Condition 
N400 
Target Surface Semantic Unrelated 
 
 
 
 
LPC 
 
Target  -4.0 (3.6) 
-7.6*** 
-3.1 (2.6) 
-8.4*** 
-4.4 (3.5) 
-8.9*** 
Form -1.8 (3.5) 
-3.6*** 
 0.81 (2.8) 
2.0** 
-0.47 (3.1) 
-1.1 
Semantic -0.02 (2.9) 
0.06 
1.8 (3.2) 
3.9*** 
 -1.3 (3.5) 
-2.6** 
Unrelated -0.04 (2.5) 
-0.1 
1.76 (2.1) 
5.7*** 
-0.06 (2.9) 
-0.14 
 
The values in each cell correspond to the mean voltage difference (row condition values 
were subtracted from column conditions); SD (in parentheses); t-value (df = 47); 
significance level, represented as * < .1, ** < .05, *** < .001 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 4. 
Lexical characteristics of critical words in high- and medium cloze item sets. For these variables, the 
only robust difference between high and medium cloze sets (pair-wise t-tests) was found for unrelated 
words, which had higher LSA values in the medium cloze set than in the high cloze set, t (142.6) = -
2.3, p <.05. 
Condition Cloze set Length Frequency Phonological 
density 
LSA Distance Context 
LSA 
Cloze Plausibility 
Target High 4.37 4.83 8.57   0.22 93.50 4.58 
Medium 4.48 4.79 8.40 0.20 65.12 4.59 
Form High 4.51 4.28 8.65 0.07 1.30 0.10 0 1.58 
Medium 4.48 4.28 9.38 0.08 1.18 0.09 0 1.65 
Semantic High 5.23 4.29 5.08 0.48 4.70 0.17 0 1.76 
Medium 5.43 4.40 5.34 0.44 4.88 0.16 0 1.78 
Unrelated High 4.36 4.34 6.90 0.05 4.07 0.09 0 1.61 
Medium 4.51 4.40 7.09 0.07 4.21 0.10 0 1.63 
 
Figure 1
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Appendix. Sentence materials 
All 160 sentences from the experiment are listed below with critical words for each of the 
four conditions (target word, surface-related word, semantically related word, unrelated word, 
respectively). The mean plausibility ratings for the four conditions per sentences are shown in 
brackets after each critical word. The mean cloze value of the target word is shown in 
brackets after each sentence. 
1  The student is going to the library to borrow a book (4.7)/ hook (1.4)/ page (2)/ sofa (2.1) 
tomorrow. (100) 
2  Living alone is too expensive, so the students will share a flat (4.7)/ flag (1.5)/ wall (1.2)/ 
bell (1.6) together. (92) 
3  The family enjoyed the sunny day, but there will be rain (4)/ pain (2.5)/ sky (1.9)/ loss (1.9) 
tomorrow. (73) 
4  Jack studied medicine in a university and works as a doctor (4.4)/ factor (1.5)/ patient 
(1.2)/ tenant (2.1) now. (95) 
5  Amelia got a driving licence, and will buy her own car (4.5)/ jar (2.1)/ tyre (1.7)/ rat (2.5) 
soon. (98) 
6  Oliver doesn't have a watch, so he doesn't know the time (4.4)/ lime (1.3)/ rest (1.7)/ bean 
(1.4) now. (100) 
7  Rachel will go to the cinema to watch a new film (4.6)/ firm (1.6)/ camera (1.6)/ bird (2.5) 
tomorrow. (81) 
8  Paul is trying to stand on one leg (4.7)/ lag (1.8)/ hip (1.3)/ kid (2.5) now. (64) 
9  The gambler kept losing, so he doesn't have any money (4.7)/ honey (1.7)/ wallet (2.2)/ 
candle (1.3) left. (92) 
10  Harry intends to propose to Emily and give her the ring (4.6)/ wing (1.6)/ finger (1.9)/ 
memo (2.5) tomorrow. (100) 
11  John nervously asked the attractive girl out on a date (4.6)/ gate (1.7)/ cancel (1.2)/ pin 
(1.5) yesterday. (100) 
12  As a lifetime vegetarian, Olivia doesn't miss eating meat (4)/ mean (1.7)/ flour (1.5)/ soil 
(1.7) now. (89) 
13  Dylan got lost today, so he will use a map (3.9)/ cap (1.6)/ globe (2)/ job (1.5) tomorrow. 
(92) 
14  The comedian was funny, despite a bad joke (4.6)/ coke (1.7)/ laugh (1.4)/ beef (1.5) 
yesterday. (98) 
15  Jacob found he misspelled the word (4.5)/ lord (2)/ usage (1.9)/ oven (2.1) earlier. (87) 
16  Oscar opened the postbox, and found a letter (4.6)/ litter (2.2)/ heading (1.8)/ birth (1.4) 
there. (89) 
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17  After struggling with the question, Jessica got the answer (4.6)/ dancer (1.5)/ inquiry 
(2.1)/ pension (2.3) finally. (89) 
18  At the airport, James checked in for his flight (4.6)/ sight (1.7)/ rocket (1.5)/ machine (1.6) 
earlier. (87) 
19  The lottery gave Emily a car as a prize (4.2)/ price (2.4)/ medal (1.8)/ child (2.3) 
yesterday. (75) 
20  Sophie couldn't recall the recent event, and blamed her bad memory (4.6)/ melody (2)/ 
storage (2)/ eraser (1.4) yesterday. (92) 
21  The shoes were small, so Lily asked for the largest size (3.5)/ sign (1.9)/ height (1.5)/ flip 
(1.5) available. (87) 
22  To view the 3D image, people wore special glasses (4.6)/ classes (1.4)/ eyes (1.9)/ 
markets (1.5) yesterday. (98) 
23  At the football match, Bob scored a goal (4.6)/ coal (1.2)/ team (1.5)/ bear (1.4) yesterday. 
(95) 
24  Grace put too much dressing on her salad (4.7)/ ballad (1.6)/ refrigerator (2)/ movie (1.6) 
yesterday. (87) 
25  Chloe couldn't afford the necklace because of its high price (4.7)/ pride (1.4)/ seller (1.5)/ 
radio (1.5) sadly. (92) 
26  The family went to the sea to catch some fish (4.5)/ wish (1.5)/ pond (1.5)/ echo (1.4) 
together. (67) 
27  Noah missed the final bus, and needed to take a taxi (4.7)/ tax (1.8)/ fare (1.5)/ seed (1.5) 
yesterday. (70) 
28  The workers reported the difficult problem to their boss (4.6)/ bass (1.2)/ job (2.3)/ port (2) 
yesterday. (42) 
29  Freya had a serious car accident and is afraid of driving (4.7)/ thriving (2.1)/ licences (2)/ 
finding (1.7) now. (67) 
30  The man was convicted for murder and is in prison (4.6)/ poison (1.6)/ crime (1.4)/ image 
(1.8) now. (53) 
31  Beth loved cooking, and has become a world famous chef (4.7)/ shelf (1.3)/ buffet (1.3)/ 
aunt (1.9) now. (98) 
32  Kyle asked the dentist to pull out the painful tooth (4.5)/ booth (1.4)/ brush (1.5)/ grade 
(1.5) gently. (95) 
33  Having high blood pressure, George reduced his intake of salt (4.5)/ malt (2.3)/ sea (1.3)/ 
bond (1.4) considerably. (34) 
34  Children were excited to see the first snow this winter (4.7)/ printer (1.4)/ summer (2.5)/ 
effect (1.5) yesterday. (73) 
35  To see the new-born panda, Lucy will go to the zoo (4.6)/ loo (1.5)/ lion (1.6)/ end (2.4) 
tomorrow. (100) 
36  The country girl was overwhelmed to see streets full of people (4.6)/ purple (3)/ customs 
(2.4)/ length (1.8) yesterday. (64) 
37  Daisy is nine months pregnant and will have her first baby (4)/ bay (2.2)/ nappy (2)/ agent 
(1.8) soon. (75) 
38  Students at the train station are rushing to buy a ticket (4.7)/ thicket (1.9)/ platform (1.5)/ 
major (1.5) now. (92) 
39  Feeling stressed at his workplace, Max relaxed at home (4)/ dome (1.8)/ laundry (2.7)/ 
beer (1.8) completely. (73) 
40  Isabella dyed her hair, but she doesn't like the colour (5)/ cutter (2.3)/ paint (2.5)/ grape 
(1.5) now. (100) 
41  For parking illegally, William was charged a fine (4.9)/ line (1.5)/ court (1.5)/ rest (1.2) 
yesterday. (81) 
42  Jim will go swimming and get a suntan at the beach (4.7)/ peach (1.5)/ coconut (1.9)/ 
drama (1.2) tomorrow. (81) 
43  The house is haunted by ghosts (4.7)/ boasts (1.8)/ halloween (2.6)/ eagles (2.1) now. (89) 
44  The juice isn't cold enough, so Alice is adding some ice (5)/ dice (1.5)/ cube (2)/ wine 
(2.5) now. (100) 
45  The restaurant is always busy, so Leo will book a table (5)/ label (1.9)/ chair (2.3)/ field 
(1.8) now. (92) 
46  The baby is hungry and needs to drink some milk (4.6)/ silk (1.6)/ cow (1.4)/ debt (1.2) 
now. (87) 
47  Before sending the letter, Daniel licked a stamp (4.8)/ stump (2)/ payment (1.7)/ juice (1.8) 
quickly. (78) 
48  The waiter got a generous tip because of his good service (5)/ surface (1.6)/ complaints 
(1.6)/ million (1.1) yesterday. (64) 
49  For their mother's birthday, the children will hold a party (4.5)/ pasty (1.9)/ guest (1.5)/ 
scene (2) tomorrow. (92) 
50  Only one cake is left, so Lilly doesn't have a choice (4.8)/ voice (2.2)/ future (2)/ minute 
(1.6) anyway. (34) 
51  The men are watching football and drinking beer in the pub (4.9)/ rub (1.4)/ owner (1.7)/ 
let (1.8) together. (64) 
52  The plane crash was avoided by the experienced pilot (4.6)/ pallet (1.8)/ flight (2)/ mail 
(1.2) yesterday. (98) 
53  The bus driver charged Rosie a regular fare (4.5)/ care (1.5)/ cash (1.9)/ twin (1.3) 
yesterday. (50) 
54  Henry was seriously injured but the doctor saved his life (4.9)/ knife (2.7)/ death (1.5)/ 
corn (1.4) successfully. (81) 
55  Joseph used a lighter to make a fire (4.6)/ hire (1.5)/ chimney (1.5)/ statue (1.3) easily. 
(67) 
56  The famous dancer performed on the stage (4.8)/ state (2.2)/ actor (2)/ cloud (2) yesterday. 
(92) 
57  The girls are going to have cocktails and dance in a club (4.7)/ crab (1.4)/ sport (1.8)/ mist 
(2.2) together. (89) 
58  The supporters wished the team good luck (5)/ duck (1.6)/ yell (2)/ view (1.2) yesterday. 
(100) 
59  The cricket player wants his own glove, ball and bat (5)/ rat (3)/ hit (2.1)/ sneeze (1.4) 
now. (78) 
60  Hannah bought a calendar and hung it on the wall (5)/ mall (1.7)/ floor (1.6)/ fruit (1.7) 
yesterday. (95) 
61  The man with the history of self-harm cut his wrist (5)/ list (1.9)/ grip (2.1)/ sky (1.2) 
suddenly. (81) 
62  Susan felt tears coming as she sliced the onion (4.6)/ union (2.9)/ flavour (1.4)/ error (1.1) 
carefully. (81) 
63  The woman was hit by a truck when crossing the road (4.9)/ load (1.5)/ cyclist (2)/ math 
(1.2) yesterday. (89) 
64  Tyler knows many cocktail recipes because he works in a bar (5)/ war (1.8)/ pint (1.3)/ 
joy (1.2) now. (100) 
65  Kate didn't like coffee, so she ordered a cup of tea (5)/ team (1.4)/ mug (1.4)/ myth (1.2) 
instead. (98) 
66  Sam plays guitar in a popular band (5)/ sand (1.4)/ music (2.4)/ hero (1.1) now. (67) 
67  As the trousers were loose, Tony tightened up his belt (4.5)/ beat (1.5)/ helmet (2)/ tube 
(1.3) yesterday. (87) 
68  Meg will go to the park to walk her dog (5)/ fog (1.5)/ tail (1.6)/ tyre (1.3) tomorrow. (92) 
69  The terrorist shot and killed five people using a gun (4.9)/ gum (1.5)/ grip (1.8)/ rib (1.3) 
yesterday. (84) 
70  The mole was digging a hole (5)/ pole (1.5)/ drill (1.4)/ mass (1.6) yesterday. (92) 
71  The horse went outside the course, and didn't win the race (4.8)/ lace (2)/ bike (1.5)/ snap 
(1.8) understandably. (78) 
72  Emma loves a bargain, and everything she bought was on sale (4.5)/ safe (1.5)/ refunds 
(2.5)/ noon (1.3) actually. (87) 
73  The king's throne was taken by his first-born son (4.2)/ ton (1.5)/ father (1.5)/ fox (1.2) 
yesterday. (78) 
74  The camp leader taught children how to pitch a tent (5)/ cent (1.5)/ cave (1.3)/ flaw (1.3) 
yesterday. (84) 
75  He enjoys hiking in the woods because of the fresh air (4.7)/ hair (1.7)/ dust (2.9)/ ray 
(1.4) outside. (92) 
76  All the colleagues have savings accounts at the same bank (4.4)/ back (2.1)/ receipt (1.3)/ 
lake (1.4) somehow. (75) 
77  Ben went to the gym to swim in the pool (4.9)/ tool (1.5)/ sink (1.5)/ lump (1.3) earlier. 
(100) 
78  Adam keeps different breeds of cows in his farm (4.3)/ harm (1.6)/ yields (1.6)/ navy (1.3) 
now. (53) 
79  For relaxation, Matilda soaked in a hot bath (4.2)/ path (1.5)/ soap (2.4)/ loaf (1.4) 
yesterday. (95) 
80  Lewis lost his memory because of the damage to his brain (4.5)/ grain (1.5)/ surgeries 
(1.5)/ nation (1.2) yesterday. (92) 
81  After shuffling, the croupier asked the guest to select one card (3.7)/ cart (1.6)/ swap 
(1.5)/ roll (2) only. (75) 
82  Nobody knows the time as this room has no clock (4.3)/ clerk (1.6)/ alarm (1.7)/ scarf (1.3) 
now. (98) 
83  Ryan refused to invest to avoid taking a risk (4.5)/ disc (1.8)/ benefit (1.1)/ door (1.2) 
yesterday. (53) 
84  The client immediately signed the contract because it was a good deal (4.9)/ meal (1.6)/ 
trust (2.5)/ flower (1.6) indeed. (78) 
85  By closely examining a painting, one can see all the detail (4.7)/ retail (2.1)/ paragraphs 
(2)/ syrup (2.6) clearly. (39) 
86  Toby used to walk to school, but now he takes a bus (4.5)/ bug (1.5)/ seat (2.3)/ use (1.3) 
often. (70) 
87  In the class, Bella whispered in her friend's ear (5)/ rear (2.4)/ sound (1.5)/ kin (1.5) 
quickly. (98) 
88  Two dogs injured each other when they had a fight (5)/ light (1.8)/ troop (1.6)/ piano (1.5) 
yesterday. (92) 
89  To make meringue, she separated the whites from five eggs (4.5)/ pegs (1.5)/ nests (2)/ 
toes (1.2) carefully. (84) 
90  To make two groups, the lecturer split the class in half (5)/ calf (1.4)/ dozen (1.8)/ lake 
(1.5) quickly. (73) 
91  Seeing buds on trees heralds the arrival of spring (4.2)/ sprint (1.5)/ winter (1.4)/ power 
(1.3) surely. (95) 
92  The store was so busy that the clerk needed help (5)/ heap (1.5)/ lifeguards (2)/ fog (1.1) 
yesterday. (81) 
93  The solution didn't work, and Harley lost all hope (5)/ hose (1.5)/ regret (2.5)/ nails (2.4) 
yesterday. (34) 
94  To remember to buy everything she wanted, Gracie made a list (4.9)/ lift (1.6)/ volume 
(1.2)/ disc (2) quickly. (100) 
95  The computer pointer doesn't move though Tommy is moving the mouse (4.9)/ mouth 
(1.6)/ click (2.5)/ lemon (2.1) now. (95) 
96  Katie looks much younger than her actual age (5)/ ace (1.5)/ birth (1.4)/ oak (1.4) now. 
(95) 
97  After the meal, Matthew asked a waiter to bring the bill (5)/ pill (1.9)/ tip (2.1)/ mess (1.9) 
quickly. (84) 
98  Hearing the noise outside the classroom, the lecturer closed the door (5)/ donor (1.4)/ 
knob (2)/ loan (1.3) immediately. (95) 
99  Elizabeth doesn't believe Matt since he has told lies (4.9)/ pies (1.4)/ truth (2)/ ways (2.1) 
before. (84) 
100  The thief stole the bike easily as it had no lock (5)/ look (1.5)/ door (2.1)/ sum (1.8) 
yesterday. (75) 
101  Anna brings a sandwich and a salad for her lunch (5)/ punch (1.8)/ kitchen (2.3)/ issue (2) 
usually. (81) 
102  People saw the first spaceship that landed on the moon (4.9)/ mood (1.9)/ orbit (2.1)/ 
heel (1.5) together. (100) 
103  Children made a wish when they saw a shooting star (4.8)/ scar (2.5)/ galaxy (2.1)/ devil 
(1.4) yesterday. (98) 
104  Maya got a cold and has a runny nose (5)/ pose (2)/ chin (1.8)/ term (1.5) now. (100) 
105  The country has no war and people live in peace (4.8)/ peak (1.5)/ treaty (2.5)/ yacht (2) 
today. (78) 
106  To make the garden more green, Amy is growing various plants (4.8)/ planets (1.5)/ 
sunlight (1.1)/ limits (1.9) now. (81) 
107  To prevent spreading her cold, Jane is wearing a mask (4.9)/ task (1.5)/ face (1.6)/ pane 
(1.7) now. (73) 
108  The leaking rain was due to a hole in the roof (3.9)/ root (1.3)/ floor (2.6)/ pain (1.4) 
yesterday. (87) 
109  The fisherman was trying to catch fish in a net (4.5)/ jet (1.6)/ gross (1.6)/ man (1.5) 
earlier. (73) 
110  The plant lacks sunlight because it's placed in the shade (4.2)/ shape (1.3)/ grass (2.1)/ 
broom (1.5) now. (48) 
111  Sophia cannot find a suitable lotion because of her delicate skin (5)/ spin (1.9)/ sweat 
(2.4)/ copy (1.8) now. (92) 
112  The driver was stopped as he exceeded the specified speed (4.8)/ speech (1.5)/ jet (1.5)/ 
tablet (1.9) yesterday. (64) 
113  Conner went down the stairs and sat on the bottom step (5)/ stem (1.8)/ process (1.1)/ 
jail (1.6) slowly. (87) 
114  With a high salary, he needs to pay more tax (3.9)/ wax (1.3)/ income (2)/ ash (1.5) 
accordingly. (89) 
115  Tilly's sister did the cleaning today, so tomorrow it's her turn (4.5)/ turf (1.5)/ gear (1.6)/ 
acid (1.4) naturally. (62) 
116  There was a recycling campaign to reduce the amount of waste (5)/ paste (1.8)/ toilets 
(1.8)/ relief (1.5) more. (59) 
117  Jamie bravely stopped the robbery without feeling any fear (4.9)/ year (1.5)/ escape 
(1.5)/ dirt (1.9) yesterday. (67) 
118  The attendees can't miss the meeting without a good excuse (5)/ excise (1.5)/ doubt (2)/ 
style (1.7) tomorrow. (45) 
119  Frank will double-check the notification in case there is any change (4.7)/ range (2)/ 
same (1.8)/ land (2.6) tomorrow. (42) 
120  Finishing his study abroad, David will return to his own country (4.5)/ counter (2.1)/ 
import (1.1)/ puzzle (2.5) finally. (73) 
121  The businessman left his laptop on his desk (5)/ dusk (1.3)/ receptionist (2.9)/ pine (2) 
yesterday. (78) 
122  Rose couldn't eat noodles using chopsticks, so used a fork (4.4)/ fort (1.2)/ cup (2.2)/ 
peer (1.6) instead. (95) 
123  The bird cannot fly because it injured its wing (4.6)/ ring (1.3)/ glide (2)/ frog (1.5) 
earlier. (95) 
124  Eliza worried about her breath, so she took an extra mint (4.5)/ hint (1.4)/ herb (2.6)/ toll 
(2.4) yesterday. (89) 
125  Changing majors required students to fill out a twenty-page long form (4.6)/ norm (1.2)/ 
example (2.2)/ rival (1.6) usually. (62) 
126  Violet left the dirty plates and cups in the sink (4.7)/ link (1.4)/ towel (2.4)/ army (1.9) 
today. (89) 
127  To increase her hair volume, the woman wears a wig (4.2)/ pig (1.5)/ comb (2.3)/ pea 
(1.6) usually. (53) 
128  Eleanor covered the old ugly floor with a large rug (4.7)/ rum (1.2)/ tie (2.4)/ ham (2) 
completely. (73) 
129  The room with bad ventilation got a ceiling fan (4.1)/ fat (1.2)/ air (1.5)/ kit (2.2) finally. 
(70) 
130  For a removal, Cameron packed the TV into its original box (4.3)/ boa (1.2)/ lid (1.6)/ 
oil (1.5) carefully. (73) 
131  Selling drugs is against the law (4.4)/ saw (1.5)/ jury (1.8)/ fee (1.5) today. (100) 
132  The waiter wasn't polite, so he didn't receive a good tip (4.9)/ lip (1.3)/ thumb (1.8)/ van 
(1.8) yesterday. (100) 
133  For Christmas, the children are hanging bells on the tree (4.6)/ treat (1.5)/ squirrel (2.4)/ 
inch (1.5) happily. (92) 
134  To expand their market, the project team made a rough plan (4.7)/ plank (1.4)/ future 
(1.6)/ rifle (1.6) together. (42) 
135  Because of the storm, the ocean has big waves (4.3)/ caves (1.3)/ surfers (1.8)/ heads (2) 
now. (92) 
136  The sales staff forgot to attach the price tag (4.6)/ tug (1.5)/ name (1.6)/ eve (1.6) again. 
(92) 
137  To make a pancake easily, Julia used a pancake mix (4.7)/ fix (1.5)/ digestion (1)/ bid 
(1.6) yesterday. (56) 
138  The new variety show appointed the entertainer as a host (4.5)/ post (2.5)/ meeting (1.1)/ 
drill (1.9) yesterday. (31) 
139  Nigel's son should inherit the estate according to his will (4.7)/ pill (1.3)/ fact (1.9)/ site 
(2.1) naturally. (87) 
140  It's expected to snow as it will get very cold (4.3)/ old (1.3)/ hot (1.5)/ tall (1.5) 
tomorrow. (95) 
141  The explorer in the desert hopes to ride the camel (4.5)/ caramel (2)/ oasis (2.1)/ user 
(1.9) tomorrow. (89) 
142  For the parade, the king's servants will refurbish the entire castle (4.4)/ cattle (1.1)/ lords 
(1.7)/ depth (1.5) perfectly. (34) 
143  Making traditional Indian curry requires using several types of spice (4.9)/ space (1.4)/ 
orient (1.6)/ excess (1.7) together. (81) 
144  To finish the cake, Scarlet spread the whipped cream (4.5)/ dream (2.2)/ pizzas (1.6)/ 
fibre (1.7) generously. (95) 
145  Students learned how to convert kilometres to miles (4.9)/ piles (1.5)/ riders (1.9)/ veins 
(1.5) yesterday. (59) 
146  To compress the air, the machine applies high pressure (4.1)/ pleasure (2.2)/ relief (1.6)/ 
session (1.5) constantly. (95) 
147  Before exchanging money, Rebecca asks the exchange rate (4.6)/ fate (1.2)/ pace (2.1)/ 
exit (1.5) usually. (70) 
148  Lydia cannot eat anymore as she is so full (4.5)/ dull (1.7)/ half (1.5)/ mild (1.7) now. 
(89) 
149  Dogs have a good sense of smell (4.5)/ shell (1.2)/ nose (1.6)/ cash (1.3) naturally. (92) 
150  Laura will eat the ice cream quickly before it melts (4.7)/ meets (1.6)/ boils (1.7)/ opens 
(2.4) down. (100) 
151  After the main course, Sara checked the dessert menu (4.8)/ venue (1.5)/ chef (2)/ bond 
(1.2) excitedly. (98) 
152  Andrew was late because his train had a delay (4.2)/ decay (1.2)/ time (1.5)/ tone (1.5) 
again. (70) 
153  The bomb expert pinpointed a switch to make the bomb explode (4.3)/ explore (1.8)/ 
pour (2.1)/ stretch (1.7) finally. (34) 
154  Immigration exposed Lisa to a different culture (4.3)/ vulture (1.4)/ sociology (2.1)/ 
ginger (1.8) naturally. (73) 
155  The bridge was washed away by the flood (4.3)/ blood (1.7)/ soil (2.5)/ glove (1.5) 
yesterday. (39) 
156  The story was far from logical and didn't make any sense (4.7)/ fence (1.2)/ taste (1.8)/ 
button (1.5) completely. (100) 
157  Having no ink or paper, the office workers couldn't print (4.4)/ point (1.4)/ erase (2.1)/ 
move (2.4) anything. (59) 
158  In the tennis lesson, Lauren hit the ball with her racket (4.6)/ rocket (1.6)/ game (1.5)/ 
area (2) well. (87) 
159  Joe has grown his moustache, but will give it a shave (4.2)/ share (1.4)/ hair (1.4)/ turtle 
(1.7) tomorrow. (45) 
160  It's so itchy that Chris can't help scratching the mosquito bite (4.2)/ bike (1.2)/ chew 
(1.6)/ tape (2.3) constantly. (100) 
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